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What did
we talk
about
last time? 1.	 Eating at the	

Right Time

2.	Eating the	
Right Amount

3.	Eating the	
Right Foods

We learned
how to follow
the “3 R’s” by

using the
Plate Method

and that
the “3 R’s”

can be used
for eating out

and  social
gatherings.
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Aloha and
welcome back

to the
fifth lesson

of the
PILI Lifestyle

Program.

Let us begin
with a review
of last week’s

lesson.

Let us review
the action plan

you made
two weeks ago.

We also learned
ways to prevent
boredom in our

physical activities
by using the
F.I.T.T. plan to

strengthen our
heart muscle.

We learned that
healthy eating

involves the
“3 R’s” . . .

Welcome
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What
happens
when we
eat food?
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We will talk about . . .

1.	Balancing what you eat with your activity.

2.	Planning healthy meals on a budget.

Calorie balance is a term we use to describe balancing
our energy needed on a daily basis.

What will
we talk
about today?

What do
we mean by
“Calorie
Balance”?

When we
eat food,

we take in
calories.

Most of the
calories we eat

come from
foods that
contain fat,

starches
(rice, potatoes,
and breads),

sugars
(candy, pastries),
protein (meats),

or alcohol.

Some of the
calories we get

from eating
go towards
helping our

bodies stay alive
(such as energy

to continue
breathing or

walking around.)

But, many of us
get more calories

than we need
on a daily basis.

The food
with the
highest
amount

of calories
per gram

is FAT.

The balance comes from the
calories we take in through what we eat

and the calories we burn off through our activities.

caloriesburned
calorieseaten

weight gain



Remember by
tipping the balance,
you can lose the
weight you want
slowly over time.

Then when you
reach your goal,

you will have
a new balance

to keep the
weight off.

The key is to make
these changes

part of your lifestyle,
so you will keep
the weight off

over time.
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What if
we are
interested
in losing
weight?

What effect
do calories
have on
weight?
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•	 The amount	
of food you eat	
and the amount	
of activity you do	
determine your	
weight.

•	 If your goal	
is weight loss,	
the best way

Our weight is
a direct result
of our calorie

balance.

Depending on
the foods we eat

(calories in)
and the

activity we do
(calories out),
three things
can happen:

3.	Your weight	
can stay	
the same	
by eating the	
same amount	
of calories that	
are being	
burned through	
activity.

1. You can 	
lose weight	
by burning	
more calories	
through activity	
than taking in	
by eating.

2.	You can	
gain weight	
by eating	
more calories	
than burning	
through	
activity.

If you are
interested in
losing weight
there are a

few things to
keep in mind.

	to lose weight	
is to decrease	
the amount	
you eat and	
increase the	
amount of	
activity you do.

•	 By doing this,	
you can change	
both sides of	
the balance	
at once leading	
to a safe	
and healthy	
weight loss.

1. You can 	
lose weight	
by burning	
more calories	
through activity	
than taking in	
by eating.

2.	You can	
gain weight	
by eating	
more calories	
than burning	
through	
activity.



4How much
is enough
to tip the
balance?
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We know
that

1 pound
of body fat
is equal to

3,500
calories.

We know that
the best way

to lose
body fat is to
do it slowly

and steadily.

By tipping
the balance

with both
eating less

and increasing
activity you can

easily work
towards losing
1 to 2 pounds

per week.

Weight loss
of  1 to 2

pounds of fat
per week
is usually

easier to lose
and keep off

over time.

If you lose
more than that

all at once,
you may be

losing more than
just body fat,

such as muscle,
which the

body needs to
stay healthy.

calories

burned

calories

eaten

LowFat
Milk

LowFat
Milk

calories

burned

calories

eaten

weight loss



If your goal
is 1 pound
per week,
it means

you will need to
eat less

than your
usual amount

and
increase your
current activity

to burn off
3,500 calories
for the week.

What does
it take to
lose 1 to 2
pounds a
week?

Lesson 5
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5You can do
this by:

Eating or drinking
500 calories less
a day—for 7 days

(equals 3,500
for the week).

Remember, you
can also increase
your activity to go

along with the
changes you are
making in what

you eat.

Example:
Walk 30 minutes
on most days of

the week
(this wil use up

about 500 calories
per week total.)

If your goal is
1-1/2 pounds

per week,
you will need
to eat less or
use up more

energy with activity
to decrease your
total calories by

750 calories less
a day or a total

of 5,250 a week.

If your goal is
2 pounds per week,

you will need
to eat less or
use up more

energy with activity
to decrease your
total calories by

1,000 calories less
a day or a total

of 7,000 a week.

To lose 2 pounds
just by eating less

would mean
cutting down

our calories by
1,000 per day.

For many of us,
this would be

extremely difficult
to do.

So, remember,
it is best to combine

eating less with
being more active

to reach your
weight loss goal.



Think about when you first started the PILI Lifestyle Program.

What was your
starting weight?

What is your
current weight?

What weight did you expect
to be at by this time?
(Realistic expectation should have
been about 1 to2 pounds a week)

Over the past 6 weeks, you have probably made some
small changes around eating less and increasing activity.

Take a few minutes to list some of these changes
in the space provided:

What
changes
have you
made
so far?

Lesson 5
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What changes have you made during
this program to eat less fat? (and fewer calories)

What changes have you made during
this program to be more active?
(Both to reach your goal and be active in general)

Have the
changes
tipped the
balance?



Basically, a few things could have happened
over the last several weeks

in regard to tipping the balance.
You have either . . .

What do
our results
mean for
tipping the
balance?

Lesson 5
Keeping It Going!
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1.	 Stayed at the	
same weight, or	
gained weight.	
To lose weight,	
try something	
else to tip	
the balance.	

We will work	
together to find	
what will work	
best for you.

2.	Lost some	
weight, but	
not as much	
as expected.		
Good. You have	
made progress.	

To lose more	
weight, try		
something else	
to tip the	
balance further.

Now that we
have talked about
tipping the calorie

balance, let us
discuss the cost

of eating healthy.

Many people 
think that eating
healthy must be
more expensive.
In reality, eating

healthy can
actually be less
expensive if you

do a little
pre-planning

before you buy.

With today’s
busy lifestyle,
home-cooked

meals may not
always be
possible.

But if you add
up the amount

you spend
on fast food

and sit-down
restaurants,
you will be

surprised at how
much you are

actually spending!

3.	Lost as much	
weight as	
expected,	
or more.	

Great! You have	
tipped the	
balance.	

Keep tipping	
the balance, and	
you will keep	
losing weight.

Is eating
healthy
expensive?



8There are
several things

that are
important to
keep in mind
when you are

trying to
eat healthy

without
spending a lot.

How can
we create
a healthy
shopping
list?
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•	 Create a	
shopping list	
which includes	
foods for the	
plate method

•	 Use shopping	
strategies that	
can save time	
and money

•	 Plan more	
meals at home	
rather than	
eating out

•	 Don’t forget	
about safe	
handling and	
storage of food

To create a healthy
and affordable

shopping list, start
by planning meals

for the week.

Pull-out some
of your favorite
healthy recipes;
that you know

you will have time
to easily make

during the week.

Begin by checking
the recipes’

ingredients to see
what is needed.

Next, look in
your pantry or

refrigerator to see
what you already

have on hand.

Then, add the
ingredients that

you need to
buy to your

shopping list.

See the
PILI Lifestyle
Grocery List
for starters.

Some of the
basic items are
already listed

for you to
just check off.

How can I
eat healthy
and spend
less?

Let us take
a few minutes

to discuss
these items

in more detail.

Some of the
basic items are
already listed

for you to
just check off.

APPCRISP

Fruit GroupFresh, Frozen, orCanned in Light Syrupc	Apple
c	Banana
c	Berries
c	Strawberriesc	Blueberriesc	Blackberriesc	Raspberriesc	Cherries

c	Grapes
c	Grapefruitc	Kiwi

c	Lychee / Rambutanc	Mango
c	Melon
c	Orange
c	Papaya
c	Peach
c	Pear
c	Pineapplec	Pomelo / Jabonc	Raisins

c	Starfruit
c	Tangerinec	100% Fruit Juice	Limit Amountc	Canned Fruits	in Light Syrup

Vegetable GroupFresh, Frozen,or Cannedc	Asparagusc	Bamboo Shootsc	Beans
c	Bell Peppersc	Bitter Melonc	Broccoli

c	Cabbage
c	Carrots
c	Cauliflowerc	Celery

c	Cucumberc	Daikon/Radishc	Eggplant
c	Fern Shootsc	Green Papayac	Lettuce

c	Marung-Gai Leavesc	Mushroomsc	100% Vegetable Juicec	Seaweed
c	Spinach
c	Sprouts
c	Squash / Pumpkinc	Taro Leavesc	Tomato

c	Watercressc	Onions
c	Peas



9After you make
your list, check
weekly sale ads

from your
favorite stores.

•	 A good weekly	
resource for	
sales ads is	
the Midweek	
Magazine.	

It has many	
of  the weekly	
specials from	
various grocery	
stores listed.
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•	 If you do not	
already receive	
the Midweek,	
you can call	
(235-5881)	
to get your	
free subscription.

Do not forget to
compare prices

from at least
2 stores to

make sure that
you are really
saving money.

To save money
you will want to . . .

•	 Compare prices	
between sale	
“brand” items	
and generic	
brands.

•	 Compare prices	
of various forms	
of the same	
foods, such as	
canned, frozen	
and fresh	
orange juice	
or vegetables.

•	 Circle sale	
items you like	
and need.

How can
we save on 
the items
we buy?

Make sure your
list includes the
items you need
to buy, the price 

advertised,
and the store

where you
will purchase
them from.

Now, do not 
forget to

bring your list
with you

to the store!
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10Are there
other
shopping
strategies
to keep
in mind?
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Additional shopping strategies to
keep in mind that might be helpful include . . .

•	 Shop when you	
are not tired and	
hungry.  This will	
help you stick to	
your shopping list	
and resist extras.

•	 Buy items on sale.	
If the item is one	
that you buy a lot	
anyway, this is	
an opportunity to	
stock up on it at	
a lower cost.	

You may also	
want to consider	
wholesale outlet	
shopping as well	
to save money	
by buying in bulk.

•	 Know the store	
layout. Pass up	
displays at	
check-out stations.	

These are usually	
items you buy	
on impulse.	

Only go down aisles	
that have items on	
your shopping list.

	If possible, arrange	
your shopping list	
In a way that	
makes it easy to	
find items as you	
walk through	
the store.	

Examples:	
Group fruits and	
vegetables at the	
top of your list	
under the	
heading “produce”	
if that is where	
you begin	
shopping.

	Place the frozen	
foods last on	
your list under	
“frozen foods”	
if that is your last	
stop in the store.

•	 When taking	
children	
shopping	
with you,	
make sure they	
are well rested	
and not hungry.	

Let them choose	
one healthy	
item each at	
the beginning	
of the shopping	
trip (for example:	
fresh fruit or	
whole grain	
cereals).
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Other ways to
save time and
money include
bringing food

from home instead
of eating out

all of the time.

Remember to
always carry

healthy snacks
with you,

in the car or
 at work, to avoid

making quick
purchases that

are often
less healthy.

How can
we save
time and
money?

If you usually
eat lunch out,
pack a lunch
on most days
of the week.

This will save you
a lot money and
time eating out.

Bringing lunch
from home

is easy if you
cook in bulk.

You want to think
about eating out

as something you
do for special

occasions.

When you do 
eat out, to save
a little, consider
ordering water

instead of soda.

Also, think about
waiting until you
get home to eat

dessert instead of
purchasing it out.

11Store leftovers
in small portions
that are easy to
take with you
the next day,
or you could
freeze them

 in containers
that are easy

to defrost.

Lesson 5
Keeping It Going!
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Food safety
and handling
is important

to keep in mind
as you shop 
and prepare
your meals.

Some things to
keep in mind

include:

Pick up meats,
dairy, and frozen
items last so they 
stay cold as long

as possible.

What do
we need
to keep
in mind
regarding
food
handling
and safety?

If traveling far or
if you anticipate

heavy traffic, bring
along a cooler for
frozen items and
meat products.

Don’t wait.
Store frozen and

refrigerated foods
immediately when

you get home.

Avoid thawing
and refreezing of
items (including

meats and
leftovers).

Beware of
crushed

or damaged
frozen food

packages . . .
this may indicate

that they have
been previously

thawed and
refrozen.

Don’t leave foods
out for long

periods of time,
particularly items
with mayonnaise
or eggs in them.

Additional
tips to
consider:

12

Pre-cut coleslaw,
cabbage or

salad mixtures
are expensive.

Instead, take the
extra effort to cut

them yourself.

To keep bread
from going bad

too quickly,
freeze it and
only take out

what you need.

Bread can quickly
be defrosted just
prior to using it.

Pass up wilted
vegetables and
overripe fruit,

even if
they cost less.

Lesson 5
Keeping It Going!



913What is
my action
plan?

Let us make an action plan around
what we discussed today.

Lesson 5
Keeping It Going!

Let’s start with eating.
What is the one thing you can do, or keep doing,
to manage the amount of calories going into
your body? (Pick just one thing)

What about physical activity.
What is the one thing you can do, or keep doing
to manage the amount of calories you are
burning off? (Pick just one thing)

How often will you do this? (Be specific)

Eating idea:

Physical activity idea:

What will you need to make it happen?

Eating idea:

Physical activity idea:

We talked about “calorie balance” and
what you have done thus far

to tip the balance in losing weight.



We talked about
tipping the

calorie balance . . .

The balance
comes from the

calories we take in
through what we
eat and the calories
we burn through

our activities.
Depending on

the foods we eat
(calories in) and

the activity we do
calories out), three
things can happen:

What will
be covered
next time?

Lesson 5
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	1.	You can		
lose weight	

2.	You can		
gain weight	

3.	Your weight		
can stay		
the same.

To tip the balance
in order to lose

1 pound of
body fat,we must

decrease our
weekly total by
3,500 calories.

The best way to
do this is by

eating less and
increasing activity.

We also learned
that eating healthy

doesn’t have to
be expensive.

The keys are to
plan ahead,
stick to your
shopping list,

and save eating
out for special

occasions.

The next session
(Lesson 6) will

talk about dealing
with challenging
social situations

and ways to take
charge of what
is around you.

Don’t forget to
keep track of your
progress in your

Passport to Health.

What have
we covered
today?

14

Continue to
work on ways

to tip the
calorie balance

in your favor
through

healthy eating
and activity.
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